Complexity measures for sequences over finite fields, such as the linear complexity and the k-error linear complexity, play an important role in cryptology. Recent developments in stream ciphers point towards an interest in word-based stream ciphers, which require the study of the complexity of multisequences. We introduce various options for error linear complexity measures for multisequences. For finite multisequences as well as for periodic multisequences with prime period, we present formulas for the number of multisequences with given error linear complexity for several cases, and we present lower bounds for the expected error linear complexity.
Introduction
Complexity measures for keystream sequences over finite fields, such as the linear complexity and the k-error linear complexity, play a crucial role in designing good stream cipher systems. A lot of research has been done on the linear complexity and related complexity measures for keystream sequences. For a recent survey the reader is referred to [15] . Most of this research so far has been concentrated on studying single keystream sequences. Some recent works focused on word-based or vectorized stream cipher systems [3, 8, 9, 10] , which require the study of parallel streams of finitely many sequences. In this direction the joint linear complexity of multisequences has been investigated in [2, 5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 25] . Let F q be the finite field with q elements, where q is an arbitrary prime power. We denote a multisequence (of finite or infinite length) consisting of m parallel streams of sequences S 1 , . . . , S m over F q by S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ). In other words, L(S) is the least order of a linear recurrence relation over F q that simultaneously generates each sequence S j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. For an arbitrary multisequence S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ) and any integer n ≥ 1 not exceeding the length of S, the (nth) joint linear complexity L n (S) = L n (S 1 , . . . , S m ) is the least order of a linear recurrence relation over F q that simultaneously generates the first n terms of each sequence S j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
We always have 0 ≤ L n (S) ≤ n and L n (S) ≤ L n+1 (S), and for an ultimately periodic multisequence S with preperiod t and period N we will always have L(S) ≤ N + t. Note that in the latter case, L(S) is also the degree of the polynomial
The polynomial J(x) is called the joint minimal polynomial of the ultimately periodic multisequence S.
Since the F q -linear spaces F m q and F q m are isomorphic, the given m-fold multisequence S over F q can also be identified with a single sequence S = [S 1 , . . . , S m ] having its terms in the extension field F q m . The (nth) joint linear complexity L n (S) of S can also be interpreted as the (nth) F q -linear complexity L q n (S) of S, which is the least order of a linear recurrence relation over F q that the (first n) terms of S satisfy (see [5, pp. 83-85] ). This viewpoint is often convenient in proofs [15] . In [24] enumeration results on the (nth) joint linear complexity of multisequences were presented. Expected values for the joint linear complexity of periodic multisequences were determined in [14] .
The stability theory of stream ciphers suggests that good keystream sequences must not only have a large linear complexity, but also a change of a few terms must not cause a significant drop of the linear complexity. This requirement leads to the theory of the k-error linear complexity of keystream sequences for integers k ≥ 0. In [23] Stamp and Martin defined the k-error linear complexity L N,k (S) of an N -periodic single sequence S with period (s 1 , . . . , s N ) to be the smallest linear complexity that can be obtained by altering k or fewer of the terms s i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and then continuing the changes periodically with period N . The concept of the k-error linear complexity was built on the earlier concept of the sphere complexity SC k (S) introduced in [4] (see also the monograph [5] ).
A lot of research on the k-error linear complexity of single keystream sequences has been carried out (see again [15] for a survey). In this article we develop a theory of the k-error linear complexity for multisequences.
In Section 2 we introduce various options for error linear complexity measures for multisequences, analogous to the framework of the k-error linear complexity of single sequences over finite fields. In Section 3 we establish formulas for counting functions for the error linear complexity measures for finite multisequences, and in Section 4 we provide bounds for the expected values for the error linear complexity measures for finite multisequences. Sections 5 and 6 consider the case of periodic multisequences with prime period. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Definition of Error Linear Complexity Measures for Multisequences
We shall first fix the notation. An m-fold multisequence S over F q of length n can also be interpreted as a matrix of size m × n over F q , i.e., S ∈ F m×n q . For a periodic multisequence S, it suffices to consider the terms within the given period length N , and so it can also be interpreted as an m × N matrix over F q ; we will write S ∈ (F m×N q ) ∞ to signify that the first period of S (which is identified with an element of F m×N q ) is repeated infinitely often to get the full periodic multisequence S. The following definitions of term, column, term distance, and column distance also suit this interpretation. Let S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ) be an m-fold multisequence over F q . A term in S is defined to be a term of S j for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. A column in S is meant to be the column vector in F m q formed by the ith terms of S 1 , . . . , S m , for some integer i ≥ 1. Definition 2.1 Let S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ) and T = (T 1 , . . . , T m ) be two m-fold multisequences over F q of the same finite length. We define the term distance d T (S, T) between S and T as the number of terms in S that are different from the corresponding terms in T, and the column distance d C (S, T) as the number of columns in S that are different from the corresponding columns in T. We define the individual distances vector
is the Hamming distance between S j and T j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. As mentioned in Section 1, an m-fold multisequence S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ) over F q can be identified with a single sequence S = [S 1 , . . . , S m ] having its terms in the extension field F q m . Consequently, the columns of S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ) can also be treated as the terms of S = [S 1 , . . . , S m ]. Then the column distance d C (S, T) between S and T is the same as the Hamming distance d H (S, T ) between S and T , the corresponding sequences with terms in F q m .
We will distinguish three options of defining error linear complexity for a finite multisequence S ∈ F m×n q and an N -periodic multisequence S ∈ (F m×N q ) ∞ , respectively. In the following, the definitions for the case of finite multisequences are given.
be an m-fold multisequence of length n ≥ 1 and let k be an integer with 0 ≤ k ≤ mn. Then the (nth) k-error joint linear complexity
where the minimum is taken over all T ∈ F m×n q
Similar to the definition of the F q -linear complexity (see Section 1), we define the k-error F q -linear complexity by allowing k or fewer column changes.
be an m-fold multisequence of length n ≥ 1 and let k be an integer with
where the minimum is taken over all T ∈ F m×n q with column distance d C (S, T) ≤ k. Alternatively, if S is the corresponding sequence of length n with terms in
where the minimum is taken over all T ∈ F n q m with Hamming distance d H (S, T ) ≤ k.
be an m-fold multisequence of length n ≥ 1 and let
where the minimum is taken over all m-fold multisequences T = (T 1 , . . . , T m ) over
For N -periodic multisequences S ∈ (F m×N q ) ∞ , we analogously define the kerror joint linear complexity L N,k (S), the k-error F q -linear complexity L q N,k (S), and the k-error joint linear complexity L N, k (S) via the term distance, the column distance, and the individual distances vector, respectively, of the corresponding m × N matrices over F q (compare with Section 1 for the case m = 1).
Enumeration Results for the Error Linear Complexity of Finite Multisequences
We start this section with the definition of some counting functions corresponding to the three options for the error linear complexity. 
For any m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ L ≤ n/2, the counting function N m n,0 (L) was determined in [15] 
(L) we obtain the following proposition from [15] . 
It turned out that it is not easy to calculate N T is nonzero and all other columns are zero. For any such multisequence S over F q , consider all multisequences T ∈ F m×n q with the same first column vector s 1 and k − Wt(s 1 ) + 1 ≤ d T (S, T) ≤ k. These multisequences T can be reduced to S but not to the zero multisequence by allowing at most k term changes. The second term in the formula for N m n,k (1) counts all these multisequences which can be reduced to a multisequence with joint minimal polynomial x.
For fixed d ∈ F * q , the q m − 1 multisequences over F q with joint minimal polynomial x+d have ith column vector
T for all i ≥ 1. Clearly, two different multisequences with the same joint minimal polynomial x+d, d ∈ F * q , must have at least one pair of corresponding nonidentical rows and different terms at corresponding positions in this row. Multisequences with different joint minimal polynomials x + d 1 and
q , differ in at least one pair of corresponding rows in at least (n − 1)/2 positions. Consequently, the term distance between two different multisequences in F m×n q with joint minimal polynomial of the form
q , is at least (n − 1)/2, and so the balls of radius k, 1 ≤ k < (n − 1)/4, around these multisequences do not intersect. Furthermore, a multisequence with joint minimal polynomial x and a multisequence with joint minimal polynomial of the form x + d, d ∈ F * q , differ in at least one pair of corresponding rows in at least n − 1 positions. Therefore, the balls of radius k, 1 ≤ k < (n − 1)/4, around these two multisequences are again disjoint. This leads to the claimed formula for N m n,k (1). (iii) We can manipulate the last column to be the sum of the first n − 1 column vectors by at most m term changes, and hence the result follows.
2
With similar arguments as above we obtain the following results for N m,q n,k (L).
Theorem 3.2
The following formulas are valid for any m ≥ 1:
For the k-error joint linear complexity the formulas are as follows.
Proof : The formulas (i) and (iii) can easily be derived in analogy with the corresponding formulas in Theorem 3.1. We show (ii) by counting all multisequences in F m×n q that can be reduced to an m-fold multisequence of length n with nth joint linear complexity 1 but not to
, by making at most k j changes in the jth row for 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
The first term in the formula for N m n, k
(1) counts all multisequences T ∈ F m×n q that can be reduced to an m-fold multisequence of length n with a joint minimal polynomial of the form
Note that since we suppose that k j < (n − 1)/4, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the balls of radius k around different m-fold multisequences with length n and joint minimal polynomial of the form x + d, d ∈ F * q , do not intersect (compare with the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 3.1).
A multisequence T ∈ F m×n q can be reduced to an m-fold multisequence of length n with joint minimal polynomial x if each row of T can be reduced to the form (a, 0, . . . , 0) with some a ∈ F q , but a nonempty subset of rows cannot be reduced to the zero row by applying at most the term changes allowed per row. Let E ⊆ {1, . . . , m} = M be the nonempty set of row indices such that for i ∈ E the ith row is nonzero after reduction and for i ∈ M \ E the ith row is zero after reduction. To avoid multiple counting, we assume that, for each i ∈ E, exactly k i terms of the last n − 1 terms of the ith row of T are nonzero. Let |E| = j. Then (q − 1)
k i is the number of possible choices for the corresponding rows such that each row with row index in E can be reduced to a row of the form (a, 0, . . . , 0) with a ∈ F * q . The term i∈M \E
r counts all possible choices for the remaining rows such that these can be reduced to the zero row with the allowed number of term changes per row. Adding over all nonempty subsets E ⊆ M yields the desired formula.
for more values of k and k, we need the number of purely periodic multisequences with fixed joint linear complexity L.
Theorem 3.4 For any m ≥ 1, the number P (m) (L) of purely periodic m-fold multisequences over F q with fixed joint linear complexity L is given by P (m) (0) = 1 and
Proof : The case L = 0 is trivial. For L ≥ 1 we proceed by induction on L. If S is purely periodic with linear complexity 1, then the joint minimal polynomial of S is of the form x + d, d ∈ F * q . For each of these q − 1 different joint minimal polynomials we can choose q m − 1 different initial column vectors in F m q in order to obtain different purely periodic m-fold multisequences with joint linear complexity 1. Thus, we have P (m) (1) = (q m − 1)(q − 1) and the formula of the theorem is true for L = 1.
Let U (m) (L) be the number of ultimately but not purely periodic m-fold multisequences S over F q with fixed joint linear complexity L. Let t be the length of the preperiod of the sequence S. Then the purely periodic part of S has joint linear complexity L − t. Thus, there are P (m) (L − t) possibilities for the purely periodic part of S. For the preperiod of S we have q m(t−1) (q m − 1) possibilities, since we have to guarantee that the choice of the tth column of S does not decrease the length of the preperiod. Taking into account that 1 ≤ t ≤ L, we get
The formula (1) yields
Using the induction hypothesis, we get the desired formula after simple algebraic manipulations. 2
From Theorem 3.4 and the identity
for L ≥ 1 (see (1)) we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1 For any m ≥ 1, the number U (m) (L) of ultimately but not purely periodic m-fold multisequences over F q with fixed joint linear complexity L is given by U (m) (0) = 0 and
denote the number of purely periodic m-fold multisequences S over F q with L(S) ≤ L and the number of ultimately but not purely periodic m-fold multisequences S over F q with L(S) ≤ L, respectively. Hence
, and the following corollaries can easily be deduced.
Corollary 3.2 For any
We remark that the formulas in Theorem 3.4 and Corollaries 3.1-3.3 coincide with the formulas for m = 1 in [17] for the binary case and in [12] for arbitrary q.
Let S and S be two purely periodic sequences with terms in F q m and F q -linear complexity at most L. We remark that the conventional linear complexity of S and S is also at most L, and may be even smaller than the F q -linear complexity. If S and S have the same minimal polynomial (over F q m ), then S and S are either identical or they differ at least once at any L consecutive terms. If they have different minimal polynomials, then S and S differ at least once at any 2L consecutive terms. If S is an ultimately periodic sequence with F q -linear complexity at most L, then its preperiod is at most L. Hence from position L + 1 to position (4k + 3)L, any two ultimately periodic sequences S and S with terms in F q m and with joint linear complexity at most L are either the same or they differ at least at 2k + 1 column positions. With these facts we can prove two generalizations of [12, Theorem 3] , where a formula for the number of single sequences with terms in F q , length n, and given k-error linear complexity L has been presented, under the condition that n ≥ (4k + 3)L. The first generalization is a formula for N m,q n,k (L) without proof. The proof is analogous to that of [12, Theorem 3] .
where P (m) is the counting function in Theorem 3.4.
The following theorem generalizes [12, Theorem 3] to the case of the k-error joint linear complexity of m-fold multisequences. 
Proof :
We suppose that all considered m-fold multisequences have fixed length n ≥ (4k + 3)L. Then from the previous considerations we know that the ball B d T (S, k) around a finite m-fold multisequence S of length n which corresponds to a purely periodic multisequence with joint linear complexity L does not intersect the ball of radius k around any multisequence T = S of length n with
Consequently, the contribution of the balls of radius k around all finite m-fold multisequences of length n corresponding to purely periodic multisequences with joint linear complexity L to the counting function
Let S be a finite m-fold multisequence of length n corresponding to an ultimately periodic multisequence with preperiod t > 0 and joint linear complexity L. We want to count all multisequences of length n which can be transformed into S but not into a multisequence with joint linear complexity less than L by changing at most k terms. The candidates are the multisequences of length n which equal S at the first t columns and satisfy d T (S, T) ≤ k. Additionally it must not be possible to shorten the preperiod by suitably changing the tth column. Suppose that the tth column of S differs at j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, positions from the unique column vector that would yield a reduction of the preperiod. Then we must have k − j + 1 ≤ d T (S, T) ≤ k. Else we would be able to transform T into S and then additionally to shorten the preperiod. Thus, the number of m-fold multisequences of length n that by changing at most k terms can be transformed into a multisequence with preperiod t, 1 ≤ t ≤ L, and joint linear complexity L but not into a multisequence with smaller joint linear complexity is given by
Combining all possible choices for t yields the desired formula. 2
In the third case the formula is given as follows. 
where P (m) is the counting function in Theorem 3.4. In particular, if k j = k for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, then we have
Proof : We have to count all multisequences in F m×n q that can be reduced to an m-fold multisequence of length n with joint linear complexity L, but not to an m-fold multisequence of length n with a lower joint linear complexity.
The first summand in the formula for N m n, k (L) counts all multisequences T ∈ F m×n q that can be reduced to an m-fold multisequence of length n and joint linear complexity L which corresponds to a purely periodic m-fold multisequence. Note that since we suppose that n ≥ (4k + 3)L, the balls of radius k around different mfold multisequences with length n and joint linear complexity L which correspond to purely periodic multisequences are disjoint and they do not intersect with the ball of radius k around an m-fold multisequence with length n and smaller joint linear complexity. Now consider an ultimately periodic but not purely periodic m-fold multisequence S = (S 1 , . . . , S m ) of length n with joint linear complexity L and preperiod t (1 ≤ t ≤ L). Then the joint linear complexity of the periodic part of S is L − t. We associate each such multisequence S with a set of multisequences T = (T 1 , . . . , T m ) (like the ball of radius k in the purely periodic case) having the first t − 1 column vectors identical with the first t − 1 column vectors of S and with the allowed number of term changes per row: (i) the periodic part of T can be transformed into the periodic part of S; (ii) T cannot be transformed into an m-fold multisequence of length n having joint linear complexity smaller than L. This means that the periodic part of T must be in the ball of radius k around the periodic part of S. We have n − t ≥ (4k + 3)(L − t), and by the latter condition we get the disjointness property of the balls as in the purely periodic case above, and we need only to ensure that the preperiod of T cannot be shortened. This is possible only if the Hamming distance between the periodic parts of T i and S i is exactly k i and the tth term of T i is different from the unique term which can reduce the preperiod of S i , for at least a nonempty subset of rows. Let E ⊆ {1, . . . , m} = M be a nonempty set of row indices with |E| = j. Then (q − 1)
k i is the number of possible choices for the corresponding rows such that the periodic part of each row with row index in E can be reduced to the periodic part of the corresponding row in S, but the preperiod cannot be shortened for this rows with the allowed number of term changes per row. The term i∈M \E k i r=0 n−t+1 r (q − 1) r counts all possible choices for the remaining rows such that the periodic part of these rows can be reduced to the periodic part of the corresponding rows in S and additionally the terms at position t can be chosen in such a way that they match the linear recurrence for the periodic part of S. Adding over all nonempty subsets E ⊆ M and over all possible lengths for the preperiod yields the desired formula. 2
The following two propositions give obvious upper bounds on
N m n,k (L), M m n,k (L), N m,q n,k (L), M m,q n,k (L), N m n, k (L), and M m n, k (L).
Proposition 3.2 For any integers
Proposition 3.3 For any integers m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, and 0 ≤ L ≤ n, we have 
Since any sequence of column vectors in F m q of length n and joint linear complexity L > n/2 can be seen as the first n terms of a (not necessarily uniquely determined) multisequence of length 2L and joint linear complexity L, the expression in (1) (1) and (2) 
Expected Values for the Error Linear Complexity of Finite Multisequences
For integers m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1, let E m n,0 be the expected value of the joint linear complexity of finite m-fold multisequences over F q of length n, where the underlying probability distribution is the uniform distribution on F m×n q , i.e., each element of F m×n q has probability q −mn . For m = 1 the exact formula for E m n,0 is known for a long time (see [20, 22] ). In [24] an exact formula for E 2 n,0 was presented (for the case q = 2 see also [6] ). Finally, in [18] it was shown that for any m ≥ 1 we have E m n,0 = mn/(m + 1) + o(n) as n → ∞. Moreover, the lower bound
was obtained in [19] .
In this section we establish a lower bound on the expected k-error joint linear complexity E m n,k of finite m-fold multisequences over F q of length n, a lower bound on the expected k-error F q -linear complexity E m,q n,k of finite sequences over F q m of length n, and a lower bound on the expected k-error joint linear complexity E m n, k of finite m-fold multisequences over F q of length n. The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of [17, Lemma 3] . Lemma 4.1 For any integers m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1, we have
For establishing a lower bound on E m n,k , we will use the following lemma. Lemma 4.2 With
we have the inequality
Proof : First we note that
For the second factor α + 1 we obtain
Consequently, with (3) we get
where we used the fact that 0 < x log q 1 x < 2 3
for 0 < x < 1 and q ≥ 2. 2 Theorem 4.1 For any integers m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, and 0 ≤ k ≤ mn, we have
Proof : The term
is chosen in such a way that, due to Proposition 3.3, Remark 3.1, and the subsequent considerations, we can use the bound
where in the last step we used Lemma 4.2. With Lemma 4.1 we obtain the desired bound. 2
Let H q denote the q-ary entropy function defined by (cf. [11, p. 55])
Note that H q (γ) → 0 as γ → 0+ and H q ( q−1 q ) = 1. Furthermore, H q is an increasing function on the interval (0, (q − 1)/q]. , we have
With the additional observations that (m + 2)q m+1 − 1 (m + 1)(q m+1
For any integers m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, and 0 < k < n(q − 1)/q, we have 
For any integers m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, and 0 < k j < n(q − 1)/q, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we have
Multisequences with Prime Period
An important class of periodic multisequences is the class of multisequences with prime period. In this section we present several results for this class of periodic multisequences, such as counting functions and lower bounds on the expected error linear complexity. We denote the number of m-fold N -periodic multisequences over F q with k-error joint linear complexity L, with k-error F q -linear complexity L, and with k-error joint linear complexity L by P 
(iii) P With similar arguments as above we obtain the corresponding formulas for the other error linear complexity measures. 
Suppose that q is a primitive element modulo the prime N ≥ 3. Then the joint linear complexity of any m-fold N -periodic multisequence over F q is either 0, 1, N − 1, or N (see [14, Corollary 3] ). By the above propositions, for suitable values of k and k we obtain the following formulas for the number of m-fold N -periodic multisequences over F q with error linear complexity N − 1 (see [13, Corollary 4.1] for the case m = 1).
Corollary 5.1 Let m ≥ 1, let N ≥ 3 be a prime with gcd(N, q) = 1, and let q be a primitive element modulo N . Then we have:
Consequently, for the case where q is a primitive element modulo the prime N ≥ 3, we know the formulas for the counting function for all possible values of the error linear complexity with suitable k and k. Hence we can calculate G 
Expected Values for the Error Linear Complexity of Periodic Multisequences
In this section we establish lower bounds on the expected values G Let
If N is a prime with gcd(N, q) = 1 and l is the multiplicative order of q modulo N , then any N -periodic multisequence with terms in F q has linear complexity L of the form L = rl or L = rl + 1 with 0 ≤ r ≤ (N − 1)/l (see [14, Corollary 3] ).
Thus, if l ≥ 2, then for L = rl + s with 0 ≤ r < (N − 1)/l and 1 < s < l we have P 
If N is a prime dividing q − 1 (that is, if l = 1), then
is the cardinality of the union of the balls of radius k with term distance metric around all matrices S ∈ F m×N q for which the corresponding multisequence has joint linear complexity at most L yields the following obvious upper bound which is similar to that in Proposition 3.3. The other parts of the following proposition use the same argument with the appropriate metric.
The next lemma, which is an analog of Lemma 4.1, enables us to express the expected values by means of the respective counting functions. 
Let us now return to the case where N is a prime with gcd(N, q) = 1. Using the fact that R 
Conclusions
The goal of this paper has been the extension of the stability theory of stream ciphers and the theory of error linear complexity measures from single sequences to multisequences. The case of multisequences is relevant for the design and the analysis of word-based stream ciphers. For multisequences there are various possibilities of defining analogs of the k-error linear complexity of single sequences. We considered the k-error joint linear complexity, the k-error F q -linear complexity, and the k-error joint linear complexity for finite as well as for periodic multisequences. Various enumeration results and lower bounds on the expected values of these error linear complexity measures were established. This is only the beginning of the theory of error linear complexity measures for multisequences and a lot remains to be done. The general aim should be to find analogs of all major results on the k-error linear complexity of single sequences (see the survey [15] ) for the case of multisequences.
